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FUNdamentals - Practice # 7   
   
Warm-up (5 minutes) 
Shark and fish 
 
Two players are designated as the sharks to start. The fish must skate from blue line to 
blue line without being tagged.  If they are tagged, they become sharks too.   
Stations – Rotation 1 (20 minutes) 
Passing 
Star Passing 
Participants line up around the circle. The ring is passed around the circle in a star 
pattern.  
 
Progression: Participants can follow their pass.  
 
Key teaching points: eye contact, communication with partner, head up. 
Encourage participants to call out the name of their teammate before they pass the ring. 

 
Skating 
Forward crossover progression 
See previous practice for cross over details.  
Participants complete forward crossovers in both directions around the circle.  

 
Skating 
Backward skating  
Participants will skate from red line to free play line using the following techniques: 

• Backward motion creation 
• Intro Backward c-cut 

Key teaching points: Coach should demonstrate each skill. 

 
Skating 
Forward partner pull 
Participants will work in pairs.  
Both players face the same direction, one standing in front of the other. Participants 
hold 2 sticks between them. The front partner pulls the other. Once the end point is 
reached, partners switch positions and complete the drill again.  
 
Variation: the Back participant can create resistance by performing the snow plow stop.  
  

Water break! 
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Stations – Rotation 2 (20 minutes) 
Shooting 
Backhand Flip Shot - Introduction 
Coach to demonstrate the basics of the sweep shot.  
Participants practice sweep shot at distance of 1-2m from the boards.   
 
Key teaching points: Participants should not face the boards; they should turn their body so that 
when standing in the basic stance position, their foot near the ring is closest to the boards.   
Participants should be taught to transfer their weight from their back foot to their front foot. 
Using the term ‘rocking back and forth’ will help children this age understand the concept. 
To lift the ring, participants should be using a shovelling motion as they propel the ring forward.  
 
In children’s terms: Using terminology such as ‘shovelling snow’ will help children this age grasp 
the basic concept.  
 

 

Passing 
Pass reception 
Participants will skate the pattern as outlined receiving 3 passes.  
1. Receive a pass from behind 
2. Receive a pass from the side 
3. Receive a pass head on 
Upon receiving the ring, the participant dumps the ring and gets ready to receive the 
next pass.  
 
In the initial stages of this drill, the coach should be passing to the participants, as the 
season progresses, teammates can pass to each other. 
 

 

Mini Game 
2 groups play 3vs3 cross-ice mini game. Place a pylon or an object at each end of the 
playing area to act as the ‘net’. A team scores by hitting the pylon with the ring.    
 
The emphasis should be on team play, passing and understanding the basic concept of ‘trying 
to score goals’ and ‘trying to stop the other team from scoring goals’.  
The coach(es) should follow the flow of the mini game, encourage all participants and help 
guide the ring when needed. 

 

Games and cool down (5 minutes) 
Ring Soccer 
Divide groups into 2 teams. Participants can only use their skates to kick the ring around the playing surface. Set up pylons at 
each end as nets. Remember, participants can only use the side of their skate blade to kick the ring.  
 
Team Cheer! 


